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1. INTRODUCTION 
THE INTERPLAY between a 3-manifold and the 4-manifolds that it bounds is an important 
aspect of many problems in low-dimensional topology. For instance, given a 3-manifold M 
with the rational homology of a sphere, one would like to know if it is the boundary of a 4- 
manifold W with the rational homology of a ball. This question is central to investigations 
of knot cobordism [6], and embeddings of 3-manifolds [14]. If M has a cyclic covering 
space, classified by a homomorphism cp: H,(M)-+Z,, then the work of Atiyah-Singer 
defines an invariant o(M, cp) in terms of the intersection form of any Cmanifold which M 
bounds and over which the covering extends. Our main theorem states (with some technical 
hypotheses) that whenever M bounds a rational homology ball W, then for appropriately 
chosen covers, the invariant a(M, cp) must be f 1. 
This theorem has its roots in the work of Casson-Gordon [6], who proved the same 
result under the hypotheses that W be a 2-fold branched cover of a slice disk in B4, and that 
the covering space have prime-power degree. The restriction to prime-powers was essential 
to their method, which was based on a homological analysis (related to 
“Smith-theory”) of the covering space p of W. Recently, Fintushel and Stern [IO] have used 
gauge theory to prove that if W is a smooth 4-manifold whose boundary is a spherical 
space-form (i.e. S3 modulo a free linear group action), then the Casson-Gordon results hold 
without the restriction on the order of the covering. The point of our theorem is that for 
smooth 4-manifolds neither the hypothesis about prime-powers nor the restriction to 
spherical space-forms is needed. In contrast, in high dimensions, conditions on the prime- 
power invariants often provide complete criteria for odd-dimensional manifolds to be 
homology cobordant [S]. The situation for topological 4-manifolds is less clear and is 
discussed at the end of the paper. 
Our theorem applies to a 3-manifold M whose cover fi is a rational homology sphere. 
By analogy with the linear case, one might call such manifolds “rational space forms”. Note 
that a rational space form is also a rational homology sphere. A rational cobordism of 
rational homology spheres {M:} is a 4-manifold W with the rational homology of a 
punctured 4-sphere. The invariants we use may be defined in many different ways [4,3, 14, 
61. The most convenient definition for our purposes is the following. Associated to a 
representation v of H,(M) into Z,, there is a complex representation ‘pc in U(1). An easy 
cobordism theory argument shows that some number, say r, copies of (M, cp) is the 
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boundary of a 4-manifold W over which rp extends, yielding the following diagram of 
covering spaces: 
r.Ac IV 
1 1 
~-MC W 
We write H*( W; cpc) for the cohomology of W with coefficients in the representation ‘pc. 
The middle dimensional group has an intersection form defined on it which is Hermitian 
and thus has a signature which we denote a( W, q,-). One then defines the invariant 
This can be shown to depend only on M and cp. It can be identified with the eigenspace 
signature used in [6] and denoted there by a,(M, cp). 
To state the main theorem, we need one further definition. The homomorphism cp 
determines a flat S0(2)-bundle whose Euler class will be denoted e(q). We then define the 
number p as: 
p= # [{ecH’( IV)le=e(cp) (mod 2) and j*(e)= +j*(e(cp))}/(e- -e)] 
where j* denotes restriction to each boundary component M, of W. Hence p can be 
computed from the homology of W, it represents the number of reductions of a certain 
S0(3)-bundle to an S0(2)-bundle and therefore the number of singularities in some moduli 
space of connections. The case of our theorem. which applies to rational homology balls is 
then: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let W be a rational homology ball with boundary M. Let cp: H,( w)+Z, 
have the properties that its restriction to H,(M) is of (non-trivial) odd order, and that fi is a 
rational homology sphere. If H2( W, M) has no 2-torsion, and the number ,u dejned above is 
odd, then a( M, cp) = f 1. 
In the cases of greatest interest, e.g. when W is the 2”-fold cover of a slice disk, one can 
show that p is odd, thereby obtaining bounds on the Casson-Gordon invariants of certain 
slice knots-see Theorem 6.1. Thus we have extended the work of Casson and Gordon, who 
assumed that d was a prime-power in order to obtain such bounds. The work of 
Gilmer-Livingston [ 143 on homology cobordisms and embedding problems also extends to 
give bounds for c+invariants associated to composite order coverings. 
A more general form of our theorem which contains all of these results is the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let W be a rational cobordism of 3-manifolds { Mi} := 1. Suppose that there 
is. a homomorphism cp: H 1( W)+Z, whose restriction to each boundary component is non- 
trivial, and that H,(fi; Q)=O. Suppose further that there is a component Mi of M with 
H2( W, Mi) free of 2-torsion and cp restricted to Mi of order greater than 2. If the number u is 
odd, then we get an inequality 
IT 4Mi, P)/ 13-k. 
Without going into technicalities, we can describe what is involved in the proof of this 
theorem. The method of Fintushel and Stern was to consider the moduli spaces of self-dual 
and anti-self-dual connections on a bundle over the space X formed by coning the 
boundary components of a rational cobordism W. The thrust of the argument is that the 
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invariant o(M, cp) determines the dimension of these moduli spaces, and p gives the number 
of singular points. If the inequality of the theorem were violated, then one of the moduli 
spaces would have positive dimension, and then a cobordism argument implies that p 
would be even. 
In the special case where all the boundary components are spherical space forms, X has 
the structure of a V-manifold (=orbifold). It has been known for some years that the 
standard constructions of differential geometry have analogues in the category of V- 
manifolds and V-bundles; in particular the geometric and analytical ideas of gauge theory 
and index theory work well in this context. However, if the boundary consists of more 
general 3-manifolds, X has no such reasonable local structure so that such analysis does not 
seem possible on X. 
To get around this difficult, we modify the argument of [IO] in the following way: Add 
on a collar 8 W x [0, co) to W to get a manifold which we will denote W,, and extend the t- 
coordinate in the collar by zero over the rest of W. Then, following Taubes [23], one can 
consider gauge theory based on connections which decay faster than erd for 6 a fixed (small) 
constant. This has the effect of coning the boundary components in an analytical way, 
without making the space singular. In the specific problem at hand, a representation of 
H,( I+‘) in Z, provides a flat bundle E on W,, and we analyze connections on this bundle 
which satisfy the necessary decay conditions. 
It is a non-trivial fact, due to Lockhart and McOwen [19] and Taubes [23], that the 
results of non-linear elliptic PDE theory used to study the solutions of the Yang-Mills 
equations on compact manifolds still hold true on non-compact manifolds like W,, 
provided that 6 > 0 and is sufficiently small. Using this principle, we are able to follow the 
general scheme of Fintushel and Stem, with one major deviation. They computed the 
dimension of their moduli spaces via the index theorem of [16] for “bundles” over I’- 
manifolds in terms of data about the singularities of X, namely the linear representation 
associated to each cone point. Our computation is done directly, via Hodge theory, adapted 
to this non-compact context in a manner similar to [2]. 
2. GAUGE THEORY ON NON-COMPACT MANIFOLDS 
Suppose W is a compact, smooth, oriented 4-manifold with (not necessarily connected) 
boundary M. We will denote the extended manifold Wu, M x [0, 00) by W,, and its end 
W,- W by b. Fix a Riemannian metric W, which is a product in the ends. Suppose cp is a 
representation of H, ( W) onto Z,, which we regard as a subgroup of SO(2). The represen- 
tation cp induces covers of W, etc., which we will denote by I?, etc.; these ail have an action 
of Z, by isometries of the induced metric. In addition, cp provides (via the embedding of Z,, 
in SO(2)) a flat bundle E which is by definition @‘, x rsR3 and an associated principal 
bundle P. Note that this bundle has by construction a splitting into L@E where L is a flat 
SO(Z)-bundle, and also a canonical flat connection, which we will denote by V,. The adjoint 
action of SO(3) on its Lie algebra is just the usual action on R3, so the space of k-forms with 
values in the adjoint bundle may be identified with R’(E)= T(A’T* W, BE). 
We wish to study connections on E; following Taubes [23], the appropriate asymptotic 
conditions on such connections can be specified in terms of a constant 6, which will be 
chosen at some point later in the argument. First, let ~4 be the space of all connections on E, 
and let G be the usual gauge group of automorphisms of P. As usual, d may be identified as 
{ VO + A}, where A&‘(E). We define the Sobolev spaces of forms as follows: For positive 
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numbers j and 6, and AER’(E) one can compute the integral 
l/Z 
IIVo+All~,j= e’d(~A~Z+~VOA~2+. . . IV&Al’) . 
The integral, like other unspecified integrals, is taken over all of W,. We are interested in 
the Sobolev space made of those connections for which this norm is finite: 
. ~016={Vg+A:A~L:.loc(T*Woo @EL and llAll~.3<~} 
We remark, that by a standard convolution argument and truncating at infinity (see for 
example Cl]), one shows that smooth A’s with compact support form a dense subset of da. 
In general for k-forms with values in a bundle, we will require that (( ((6,4-k be finite. 
The gauge group in this context is defined as 
Gd= (9 E %,,(Aut(P)): II Vog lla.3 < ~0 > 
The splitting of the bundle E into L @ E is, by definition, preserved by the connection V,. 
For a bundle E’ and connection V’ which are trivial on b, the gauge group on d may be 
identified with maps from M to SO(3). Taubes shows in [23, $71 that a gauge transformation 
h E G(E’) with 11 V’h /l6,3 < 00 has as limiting value in d the gauge transformation cor- 
responding to a map which is constant on components of b. The analogue of this in the 
situation of a reducible bundle is that a gauge transformation g E Gd preserves (in the limit) a 
covariantly constant section lying in the trivial line bundle E. Since SO(2) is abelian, the 
group of automorphisms of L(b may be identified with maps from 6 to SO(2). Following $7 
of [23], the restriction of an element g of Gb to each component of d has a well-defined 
limiting value in SO(2), which is constant on any given component. The distance function 
on SO(2), together with the norm (I ll6,3 induces a topology on Gs in which it is a Banach 
Lie group. (Taubes has pointed out to the author that on a bundle with arbitrary group G 
and “base connection” V, the limiting value of a gauge transformation g with II Vg II 6, a finite 
will be defined in I-‘, the centralizer of V in G. In our case, the centralizer of V0 is identified 
with SO(2) by a standard argument [ll].) 
The Lie algebra of Gd is 
Q,={h~L:,,,,(E):llV,hll.,,<~} 
There is also a reduced gauge group Gb consisting of gauge transformations which are 
trivial at a point, and a fibration G,/GL=S0(3). The reader familiar with [23] will notice 
that we require one more derivative in our definitions than is required in that paper. Our 
choice is in accordance with other works on the subject ([7, ll]), and does not affect the 
arguments of [23]. The Sobolev embedding theorem Li c Co (applied locally) implies that 
connections in ~4, are continuous. 
As we are working on a non-compact manifold, it is not evident that there is any real 
notion of a Pontrjagin class for bundles on W,. However, as the work of Uhlenbeck [26] 
makes clear, it is perfectly reasonable to define a Pontrjagin class for connections, so long as 
they decay fast enough. We will denote the curvature of a connection V by RV. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any connection V E&*, the integral pl(V)= l/87?! tr(Rv A Rv) is zero. 
Proot The first thing to note is that p1 is continuous as a function on da. This follows 
from the formula Rv=Rvo+dVo+ [A, A], together with an application of Hiilder’s 
inequality. Also pl(Vo) is zero by construction, as that connection is flat. As remarked 
above, smooth A’s with compact support are dense in dd. Now for V=V,+ A with A o 
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smooth l-form of compact support, pi(V) is integral, by the proof of Lemma 7.1 of [23]. But, 
as dd is connected (via the standard linear contraction V,+tA) this implies that p1 is 
constant, and hence equal to zero. 
The metric on W, provides a *-operator on E-valued forms, just ti.s in the compact case. 
Hence one can discuss self-dual and anti-self-dual connections on E. We will omit the 
dependence on 6 in our notation for the moduli spaces, and will denote the moduli space of 
gauge-equivalence lasses of self-dual, h-decaying invariant connections on E by .& +, and 
the anti-self-dual ones by A_. We will see, momentarily, that the moduli spaces .M * consist 
of flat connections. It will be useful in studying these connections to know that they have 
representatives which are smooth. 
LEMMA 2.2. If a connection VEX, is flat, then it is gauge equivalent to a smooth one. 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, V may be approximated by a smooth connec- 
tion V’. Then the proof of the existence of a slice for the action of the gauge group on ~4, 
shows that there is a gauge transformation of V so that it is perpendicular to the tangent 
space to the orbit of the gauge group passing through V’. In other words, A =V - V’ 
satisfies the equations 
Rv’+dv’A+[A,A]=O; dV’*A=O. 
This is an elliptic equation with smooth coefficients, and so A is smooth by the usual 
regularity theory. The same proof would also apply to self-dtial or anti-self-dual con- 
nections. 
COROLLARY 2.3. A connection in &, is self-dual ifand only ifit is anti-self-dual ifand on14 
ifit isJlat and gauge-equivalent to afrat connection whose holonomy on d is equal to that of VO. 
Proof: That V is self-dual if and only if it is anti-self-dual if and only if it is flat follows, as 
in Lemma 4.1 of [lo], from the equation 
0= 
s 
tr(R’ A R’)=t (IIR!+ IIz-IIR!112). 
f 
To investigate the behavior of V in the end 8, we use the fact that the connection V0 
provides a specific way of viewing the restriction of E to 8’ as a product of a bundle on M 
with [0, 00). By Lemma 2.2, V may be assumed smooth. We would like to find a gauge 
transformation gEGd so that V”=g(V) is a product connection with respect to this given 
product structure. This is done via the parallel translation that V induces on E. If y is a path 
in W,, let T~:E,~O~-+E,~l~ be the map induced by parallel translation along y using the 
connection V, and TF the translation using V,. For any x E M and t E [0, co) there is a path 
yX,, in M x CO, 0~)) with y,,,(O)= (x, 0) and y,,,(l)=(x, t); let TX,, be its reverse. On 8, define 
g(x, t) E AM&,,,,) by 
g(x, t) = T;;, o T;=, 
Evidently gl M is the identity so that g may be extended to a gauge transformation on all 
of w,. 
Recall that a gauge transformation g acts on connections by conjugation: VB= 
g 0 V 0 g- ‘. Therefore, if 0 is a section of E which is V-parallel along a path y, then ga is Vg- 
parallel along y. It follows that the Vg parallel transport along y, p is given by 
TF(e)=s(r(l))* Ty(g-‘(y(O)).e). 
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Specializing to the path y = yx,t and remembering that glM is the identity, we obtain that 
Ty’( e) = TT” 0 TTo Ty( e) = Ty( e). 
In other words, V8 is a product connection, with respct to the product structure given by VO. 
Note also that it is smooth as g was defined by the parallel transport operators of V0 and V, 
both of which are smooth. 
It is a standard fact (cf. [22]) that the connection l-form can be recovered by 
differentiating its parallel transport operator. Hence if we write VH = V,, + A @, A B is trivial on 
vectors in the t-direction, moreover, Ag is constant (with respect o time) on vectors in the 
g-direction. It follows that SM Xf 1 A g I is constant in t, and hence (by the Fubini theorem) that 
j, e”lABI is either infinite or zero. Since the derivative V,g is identified (on the end 8) with A, 
we have that IIV,g (16,3 < co, as VE&*. Therefore g is in Gd, so Vg is in dJ[23, $71, i.e. 
II Au 11~3 is finite. We conclude that AL =O, and Vg coincides with V, on E. 
Corollary 2.3 enables us to show, as in [lo], that the moduli spaces are compact without 
the use of Uhlenbeck’s analytical work [25] (as applied, e.g. in [7]). 
COROLLARY 2.4. The moduli spaces .M, are both compact. 
Proof: Fix a base point x E W,, and a frame in the fiber over x. Consider the map from 
A, to the compact space Hom(n,( W,, x); SO(3))/SO(3) which associates to a connection its 
holonomy. The condition that the holonomy on the end be the same as that of V, is a closed 
condition, so the previous corollary implies that the image of this map is closed, and hence 
compact. But it is well-known (see for example [15]) that two connections with conjugate 
holonomy representations are gauge equivalent. Lemma 7.2 of [23] says that if the two 
connections are in da, then the gauge transformation taking one to the other must be in G& 
Therefore the map is an injection as well, so that the moduli spaces are compact. 
We would like to use the topology of the moduli spaces to draw conclusions about 
invariants of M. In order to carry out the program of [lo], it is necessary to know that the 
non-linear equations which define _A * are well-behaved enough to have finite dimensional 
moduli spaces of solutions. The main point is to verify that the linearization of the equations 
is Fredholm. The question of determining whether an operator is Fredholm was considered 
for general elliptic operators by Lockhart and McOwen in [19] for manifolds with product 
ends, and by Taubes [23] for the specific case of the Yang-Mills equations on manifolds 
with much more general “periodic” ends. The results we need may be found in [23, @I, 
although in a slightly different form. 
THEOREM 2.5. For 6 sufJiciently small positive number and V E -01, a self-dual connection, 
the complex (*& given by: 
O--‘~~Lfa- P-d’ nt ($+O 
is Fredholm. The same holds for the anti-self-dual deformation complex. 
Proof: For the reader’s convenience we provide a guide to the results in [23] which 
enable one to deduce Theorem 2.5. Taubes treats the case of a single end, but as in [ 19, $81 
the result is the same for any number of ends. Note that by construction, EJ d is the pullback 
of a bundle E, on Y=S’ x M. In [23, $31 it is shown that a complex (ai) related to (*a) and 
given by 
0+R~(E)%5&%2?(E)a+0 
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is Fredholm provided that two conditions are met. The first is that the complex: 
have trivial index. The second condition is that for each component Yi = S’ x Mi a certain 
map crj:Hj( Yi; Er)-+Hi+ ‘( Y,; EY) be an injection except when i= 1, when it has 
l-dimensional kernel generated by an element yi corresponding to the circle factor. 
Since E, is flat, the cohomology can be computed in terms of the local coefficient system 
defined by E,; the index is easily seen to be zero. (This also follows by the usual 
computation via the index theorem [l 11.) The map bj is identified as in [23, $3.21 as a cup- 
product with the class yi and is easily seen to have its kernel as given above. Hence (*b) is 
Fredholm. To see that (*a) is also Fredholm, note first that dv: $d+&6 has one-dimensional 
kernel, generated by a section which lies in the trivial summand E of E. Since @(E)c B,, the 
map dV:Q,+d, has closed range and finite dimensional cokemel. The rest of (*J is 
identical with the rest of (*i), so the theorem is proved. 
It follows, as in the case of compact base space, that there is a perturbation of the SD or 
ASD equations to make .M, into a compact finite-dimensional manifold with singularities 
given by cones on complex projective spaces, and dimension 9* given by minus the index of 
the displayed complex. We remark that this deformation of &, cannot be achieved by 
perturbing the metric on W, this is because the cohomology group &‘i of the above 
complex will be non-trivial. In the next two sections, we will show how to compute the 
dimension of .M *, and calculate the number of singular points. This information will be 
assembled in the following section to prove our main theorem. 
3. REDUCIBLE CONNECTIONS 
One of the key points in all the applications of gauge theory to 4-manifolds has been that 
the moduli space has some isolated singularities which cannot be perturbed away. The local 
structure of these is well-understood, and the number of them can be readily calculated in 
cohomological terms. Such singularities occur [7] whenever there is a covariantly constant 
gauge transformation g E Gd. The + 1 eigenspace provides a line bundle, whose orthogonal 
complement is an R2-bundle L. Under the hypotheses of our theorem about the restriction 
of cp to Mj and 2-torsion in H2( W, Mj), the argument of [lo, $41 may be adapted as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.2 below to prove that L is orientable. Hence the singularities 
correspond to reductions of V to an S0(2)-connection. We would like to count such 
reductions in terms of ordinary cohomology classes on W. For a moment, consider a flat 
SO(2) bundle L corresponding to a representation (P:H,( w)-rZ,cSO(2). The represen- 
tation corresponds to a cohomology class ash ‘( W, Z,). 
LEMMA 3.1. The Euler class e(L)E H 2( W; Z) is gioen by e(L)= /?(a(cp)), where p is the 
Bockstein corresponding to the coeficient system 1 dZ+Z+Z,+l. 
Proof The classifying map of the bundle L factors as W+BZ,+BS0(2). The result 
follows by computing in BZ,. 
We will use the notation e(rp) for the Euler class determined by a representation cp. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that W is a Q-cobordism of rational homology spheres satisfy- 
ing the hypotheses of theorem 1.2. Let Ared be the set 
{V E &,I V is reducible to a Jut S0(2)-connection)/G,. 
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Then Ared is in one-to-one correspondence with 
{feEH2(W): e-e cp) (mod 2) and j*(e)= &j*(e(cp))}/e- -e = ( 
where j* denotes restriction to each boundary component M, of W. 
Proof: Suppose V = V0 + A is reducible to an SO(Z)-connection on the bundle L. Let e be 
the Euler class of L. Suppose V is flat, and hence, by Lemma 2.3 flat with holonomy on the 
end d the same as V,. We claim that e =e(cp) (mod 2) and that j*(e)= +j*(e(cp)) for all 
boundary components Mj. The first part is straightforward as the Euler class of L (mod 2) is 
just w,(L @ E) which is the same as that of E. For the second part, note that by Lemma 2.3 
the holonomy of V in Mj x [0, co) is cyclic with the same image as that of V,,. In other words, 
there are identifications f0 : EIMj z Gj x Id R3 and fi : EIMj g aj x Id R3. Since these are the 
same bundles, the representations of H,(M) must be conjugate in SO(3), so the rotations 
associated to an element of H,(M) must differ by at most a sign. Hence the cohomology 
classes associated to the representations differ at most by a sign, so the same is true for the 
Euler classes. It is easily verified that the assignment of &-e to a reducible, self-dual 
connection is gauge-invariant so that there is indeed a well-defined map between the sets in 
the proposition. 
We would like, of course, to see that this map is one-to-one and onto. To show that it is 
onto, consider a cohomology class e, and a line bundle L on W with e(L) = e. Because of the 
condition on the restriction of e to the end b, we can put a connection V, on L whose 
restriction to d is flat, and which has holonomy the same as VO, or perhaps the inverse of 
that holonomy, corresponding to a ‘-’ sign. Consider the curvature Rz, which is an 
ordinary 2-form, with compact supports since V, is flat on 8. Since Hz ( W, R) = 0, Rv8 = dA 
where A has compact support. Let V =V,- A, then V is flat, by construction. The 
Dold-Whitney classification [8] of S0(3)-bundles applies as in [lo, $41 to show that L. @ E 
is isomorphic to E, and that the connection V $ trivial connection is isomorphic as an 
S0(3)-connection to V, on B. 
Suppose we had two connections in A,, whose associated line bundles have the same 
Euler class, up to sign. By replacing the covariantly constant gauge transformation g E Gb by 
9 - ‘, we can arrange that in fact the Euler classes are the same. Now the holonomy 
representations cp and cp’, since they lie in SO(2), must in fact factor through some cyclic 
group Z,, which may be assumed to be the same for both representations. Hence the 
classifying maps for both line bundles factor through BZ,. The representation rp is 
determined by the cohomology class ALE H ‘( W; Z,) that it pulls back from BZ,, and 
the Euler class is /?(cp*(y)) by Lemma 3.1. The assumption on W that H, ( W, Q) = 0 implies 
that H ‘( W)=O, so the Bockstein is in fact injective. Hence the Euler class determines the 
holonomy representation of a flat S0(2)-bundle, and the proof of the proposition is 
completed. 
NOTATION. We will let p denote the cardinality of Ared, which can be calculated in terms 
of cohomology of W, by Proposition 3.2. 
4. COMPUTING THE INDEX 
The standard technique for calculating the dimension of the moduli spaces which arise in 
gauge-theory has been to compute the index of the deformation complex via the 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem [4] in one of its variations. This does not seem possible in the 
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case considered in this paper, as there is no index theorem that applies in the context 
considered herein. However, it is possible to compute the index of the complexes we 
consider directly, using Hodge theory with proper attention paid to the behavior of forms in 
the ends. The model for the computation we present here is H3-4 of [2]; the case they 
consider corresponds essentially to choosing 6 = 0. 
To simplify the notation, we will give the details of the computation for the analogue of 
the deformation complex where there is no representation and the bundle is a trivial line- 
bundle, i.e. for the de Rham cohomology of b-decaying forms. At the end of the section we 
will show how to modify the argument o compute the formal dimension of &? *. So let fii 
be the ordinary k-forms o which satisfy 
and let Qf, _ be the anti-self-dual ones. By analogy with the definition of the gauge group, let 
a,( IV,) be the functionsfwith J erbldf12 < 03. Finally, let .Xt and Xi,- be the cohomology 
groups of the complex 
O-@&( W,)Q2,‘J=Qf_+O. 
The basic computation is then: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The cohomology groups are given by: 
(ii) &‘j =ker[H’(W)+H’(M)]. 
(iii) &‘i, _ = ker[If?( IV’)-+H2(M)]8 H’(M)IIm(H’( w)). 
Proof Since W is connected, &‘i =R is generated by a constant function. The next 
group, %‘i is slightly more involved. Note first that a l-form w with l e’*l w12 < co satisfies 
P_dw = 0 if and only if dw = 0. This follows by integration by parts as in [23,95]. Let M, be 
the boundary of W,. We can then write w = v, + a,dt, where v, is a i-form on M, and a, is a 
smooth function. Writing out dw=O in this representation gives that 
d,v, = 0 and d,v, = dMat 
where d, is the differential on M. The second equation implies that the cohomology class of 
v, is independent of t. But since ) w12 is exponentially decaying, this must be the trivial 
cohomology class. Hence there is a natural map from Xj to ker[H’( W)+H’(M)], which 
is easily seen to be onto. It is also an injection: If w E Q,l and w = dffor some function 1; then 
by definition f~ g,+ 
The last group, X’z,_, is by definition the cokernel of P-d: @,+Qj,_. Note that the 
adjoint of P-d acting on these spaces is *def6*, so that 
Xi,_={w~R~:w+*w=O, d(e”w)=O, andJ(e”lw12)<~) 
We can normalize a given w to make the integral equal to 1. Now write u=er6w; u is closed 
and anti-self-dual. On the end 8, choose an orthonormal basis (ei} for T*M. In this basis, 
we can write 
u=u.& ,-, ei--faisijkej h ek, 
as u is anti-self-dual. If we write 6=tliei, then u=dt A ri-*,a. Writing out the equation 
du=O gives a,t2=*,dMii and dw*Mti=O. 
TOQ 27:4-c 
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Now the operator (on M) + Jh(: ker(& * .)+ker(d M + J is self-adjoint and elliptic, and 
hence has a discrete spectrum . . . <OcA, <I, . . . , and an orthonormal basis of eigen- 
forms uA E L2(kerdM * ,J. Since & * Mt3 =0, we can write tl= C cAul. Taking the derivatives 
yields 
a,c, = AC,, i.e., cl(t) = c,(O)e” 
So we conclude that 13 has the form 
tZ=Cc,(O)e”u, 
Since l e”lw12 = 1, we get that 
For this to be finite, c1 must be zero for A>6/2. 
Hence if we choose 6 5 2A, we can write Q = u + C 1<0 cA(0)eArul, where u is a harmonic 
form on M. The process of passing from w+u+u defines a map X’i,_ +H ‘( M). The kernel 
of this map consists of anti-self-dual forms which decay exponentially at infinity, i.e. is 
isomorphic to 
Im[H’( W, M)+H’( W)p;H?( W)]=ker[H5 ( W)+H2(M)] 
as in [2]. If H ‘(M) is trivial, it follows that .%‘i,_ is as stated in the proposition. We omit the 
argument that the image is as claimed, as this general case does not arise in this paper. 
The same considerations hold to identify the equivariant cohomology groups, in the 
case where the forms have values in a flat R2-bundle L with non-trivial holonomy 
representation. We let YJL.) be the sections B of L with 11 V,o 1)6,3 finite. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose we haue rp:H,( W)+Z,. The dimensions hi(q) of the cohom- 
ology groups of the complex 
are given by 
(i) h!(cp)=O. 
(ii) hj(rp)=dim ker[H’(W, (p)+H’(M; cp)]. 
(iii) hi,_(cp)=dim ker[H?(W, (p)-+H2(M; cp)]+dim(H’(M; cp)/ImH’(W, cp)). 
Similarly, if we take coefficients in a trivial R-bundle with trioial Z,-action, the cohomology 
groups are the cohomology groups of the b-decaying complex downstairs on W,, and are 
hence given by Proposition 4.1. 
We can use these calculations to compute the dimensions of the moduli spaces A *. 
Under the assumption that W is .a rational homology cobordism, and that H’(fii; Q) 
vanishes, the answer comes out in terms of the invariant a(M, cp) defined in the introduc- 
tion. We need some easily proved facts concerning the relation between the complex vector 
spaces Hk( V; cpc) used to define a(M, cp), and the real vector spaces Hk( V, cp) which occur in 
Corollary 4.2. By definition, Hk( V, cp) is calculated as the cohomology of the complex 
Equiu( ck( v); R2) 
where “Equiv” denotes homomorphisms which are equivariant with respect to the two 
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given actions on C, and R*. Likewise Hk( V; cpc) is the cohomology based on the complex- 
valued complex 
Equio( C,( v); C). 
But it is easily verified that 
Equiu(C,( V’); R’) @ R C 2 Equiu( C,( v); C*) z Equiu(C,( V’); C) 0 Equiv(C,( V’); C) 
It follows that the Betti numbers 
Similarly, taking cup-products into consideration, we get that a(M, cp) can be computed as 
cr( W’)-2fi$ (~)+2j??(q). Putting these comments together with Corollary 4.2, we obtain 
the computation of the index. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose cp is a representation into Z, of HI(W), and E is the flat SO(3)- 
bundle induced by cp. If W is a rational homology cobordism, and H1 (Ii?) is trivial, then the 
formal dimensions of the self-dual and anti-self-dual moduli spaces are equal to 
(i) 9+ =n-3-a(M, cp) 
(ii) Y- =n-3+a(M,47) 
Prooj The formal dimension Y+ of A+ is given by 
hi-h,O-h;,_ 
where these are the dimensions of the cohomology groups of the self-dual deformation 
complex (*a). Using Corollary 4.2, the cohomology groups of (*a) can be computed in terms 
of the cohomology of Wand A4 with coefficients in the flat bundle E = L @ E. The constant 
section into E provides a generator of Xi, and the rest of the cohomology splits into the 
ordinary cohomologies of Wand A4 and the cohomology H *( W; cp) with coefficients in the 
flat SO(Z)-bundle L. The hypotheses on M imply that the restrictions to the boundary in 4.2 
and 4.1 are trivial, so the dimensions of the cohomology groups of (*d) are: 
h:=l, h:=j?‘+/!I’(cp)=~‘+2j?‘((p ) e, and hz,_ =S? +j?Z-(cp)=/IZ_ +2@(cpc). 
Here we write fi’ for the Betti numbers of W. Hence the index (for .M+) is 
9, =P’-P2- +2(81(4Q-~~(((Pc))-l 
Poincare duality implies that /I3 =fi’ +n- 1, so the Euler characteristic of W, 
X(W)=2-n-2P1+j32_ +B:; the signature is a( W’)=p: -8%. Since cp restricts non- 
trivially to each boundary component, H”(M; cp,-)= H”( W; cpc) =O. Hence Poincare duality 
with twisted coefficients gives that the twisted Euler characteristic, x( W, cp,.) is given by 
-2/I’(cpc) + /I$ (qc) + /I? (qc). According to Gilmer [13,24], the twisted Euler charac- 
teristic x( W, cpc) is the same as the ordinary Euler characteristic of W. Finally, by definition, 
we have a(M, cp) = a( IV) - a( W, cpc) = o( W) - /?: (cp,-) + /3? (qc). Putting these together gives 
that 
9+=3(P’-S?)+n-3-o(M,rpc) 
Since W has the rational homology of an n-punctured 4-sphere, /I ’ = p’_ = 0, and we obtain 
the formula of the theorem. The formula for 9- is derived in exactly the same way. 
In the next section we will see that these computations at reducibles uffice to compute 
the dimensions of the whole moduli spaces. 
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5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
With the index computed and the general set-up in place, the proof of our main theorem 
proceeds as in [lo], with some small variations. Note that the computation of the index at a 
reducible connection comes out in terms of the holonomy representation on the end I, 
which is always equal to cp, by Corollary 2.3. Hence the index is the same at each reducible 
connection. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If the inequality of the theorem holds, then one of 4 + or 4 _ must 
be greater than zero; suppose it is 9 + . There is a perturbation of the equations defining the 
compact space JJ + which gives a compact manifold with singularities corresponding to the 
p points in Ared. In fact, the perturbed moduli space must have the structure of a cone on 
CP”’ - l)” near each singular point. Let X+ be the union of those components of the 
perturbed moduli space which contain a singular point. Since the dimension is constant on 
components, each component has dimension Y+, since that is the dimension near the 
singular point. Hence we have an (unoriented) null-cobordism of p copies of CP”+ - 1)‘2. If 
(9, - 1)/2 is even, then p must be even because of the Euler characteristic. If it is odd, then 
one observes (as in [9]) that there is an S0(3)-bundle over JV+ coming from the “base- 
point” fibration G,/Gd. = SO(3). This bundle has non-trivial w2 on each CP(‘+ - 1)‘2, and it 
follows again that p must be even. 
Remark 5.1. It follows from the local structure at the singular points that 3* is an odd 
number. From the formula for the index in Theorem 4.3, it follows that o(M, cp) is congruent 
(modulo 2) to n= the number of components. This is helpful in applications. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
As noted by Fintushel and Stern, Theorem 1.2 provides obstructions to knots being 
slice, and to homology cobordisms between homology lens spaces. We give a sample 
theorem, in the style of Casson-Gordon [6]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let K be a knot in a homology sphere which is smoothly slice in a homology 
ball. Then there is a subgroup Cc H,(M,) on which the linking form vanishes with the 
following property. For every homomorphism cp: H,(Mk)-+Z, vanishing on G and such that 
fi, is a rational sphere, we have that 
dKv q) = de/ 4M,c, cp)= + 1. 
Here MI, is the 2k-fold cyclic branched cover of K. 
Proof: If K is slice, then W=the 2k-fold branched cover of the slice disk is a 
Z,-homology ball. The subgroup G is found by Poincari duality, and, as in [6], if cp 
vanishes on G, then it extends over W. As in [lo, $63 the number p can be shown to be odd. 
Since M, is a Z,-homology sphere, the hypotheses of the main theorem are satisfied, and we 
conclude that ) o( M, cp)l I 2. But as remarked after the proof of Theorem 1.2, o( M, cp) is odd. 
Hence it must in fact be + 1. 
There are many knots beyond 2-bridge knots (to which [lo] would apply) where 
Theorem 6.1 provides new obstructions to null-cobordism. For instance, the “weakly 2- 
bridge knots” of Cappell-Shaneson have the property that their dihedral covers are 
homology spheres. Another class of examples is provided by twisted doubles of non-trivial 
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knots. Let K be a knot such that its d-fold branched cover is a rational homology sphere, for 
some odd number d = 2k - 1. Then the k(k - l)-twisted double of K is algebraically slice, and 
has a 2d-fold dihedral cover which will be a Q-homology sphere and hence to which 
Theorem 6.1 can be applied. The results of Litherland [18] can be used to calculate the 
Casson-Gordon invariants of the resulting knot in terms of abelian invariants of K and the 
Casson-Gordon invariant of the k(k- 1) double of the unknot. 
If N and N’ are homology lens spaces which are smoothly homology-cobordant, then 
Theorem 1.2 shows that their cr-invariants, appropriately matched, are the same. This 
implies a curious result. If N is a Z[Z,] homology lens space, i.e. a 3-manifold of the form 
E/Z, where Z is a homology sphere, then (cf. [20]) it has a Reidemeister torsion AN which 
lies in a quotient RZ, of the rational group ring Q[Z,]. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose N and N’ are Z[Z,]-homology lens spaces and that they are 
smoothly Z-homology cobordant, and such that the ratio of their torsions A,/A,. is the image of 
the square of a unit of the ring Z[Z,]. Then there is a topological Z[Z,]-homology cobordism 
with z1 z Z,. 
Proof As shown in [14], the two spaces have the same linking forms. This implies that 
there is a single lens space L, and degree-one maps f, f ‘: N, N’+L which are Z[Z,]- 
homology equivalences. Moreover, the maps extend over the homology cobordism to give a 
4-dimensional (smooth) normal map. The hypothesis on the Reidemeister torsion implies 
([20,2 11) that the obstruction to doing surgery to obtain a homotopy equivalence lies in the 
group Li(Z,J. (A priori it would lie in L”.) The obstruction in L” is determined by the 
multisignature, which vanishes by Theorem 1.2. The corollary follows as Freedman [ 121 
has shown that topological surgery is possible on 4-manifolds with finite fundamental 
group. 
FINAL REMARKS. Because of the work of Freedman [12] on the h-cobordism theorem 
and surgery in the topological category, it was immediately clear that the original results of 
Donaldson [7] and work of Fintushel-Stern [9] applied only to smooth manifolds. For 
instance, the definite manifolds prohibited by [7] in the smooth category certainly exist as 
topological manifolds. In contrast, it is not at all evident whether the results of this paper 
(and [lo]) hold in the topological category. This point is closely related to the problem of 
determining how close a topological manifold is to being smooth. The classification 
theorem of Freedman [12] shows that any simply-connected 4-manifold is the union of a 
smooth, compact 4-manifold with boundary a homology sphere with a contractible 
(topological) manifold A. One might wonder whether every 4-manifold has such a structure, 
which can be regarded as a sort of pseudo-handlebody decomposition with A playing the 
role of a 4-handle. A “yes” answer would have some important consequences, for instance 
an element of order two in the integral homology cobordism group Oy, by an unpublished 
construction of the author’s. 
We illustrate the difficulty of a topological solution for the problem of finding a Z- 
homology cobordism between two lens spaces L and L’ with the same a-invariants for 
all prime-power covers but some differing composite-order a-invariants. (Gilmer and 
Livingston [14] found such lens spaces by a computer search.) The problem is in large 
measure homotopy-theoretic: is there a 4-dimensional Poincart complex X to serve as an 
appropriate model of the homology cobordism? Note that such a complex will have to be 
rather complicated in order for there to be any hope of realizing X by a homotopy 
equivalent manifold. For instance, by [14] its fundamental group will have a large 
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commutator subgroup. Moreover, its intersection form will need to have enough multi- 
signature to compensate for the difference between a(L) and a(L). While the algebra of [S] 
suggests what such an X should look like, we do not know how to construct it. Given such a 
Poincare complex, suppose it is the target of a normal map with vanishing surgery 
obstruction. Can one do the surgery? The problem here is part of the previous item: the 
fundamental group of X may well be too big for the results of [12] to be applicable. 
Suppose for the moment that these difficulties could be overcome, and that there is a 
topological homology cobordism W between such lens spaces. Then W would not have a 
pseudo-handlebody structure (rel boundary) as discussed above. For if it did, then the 
analysis presented in this paper, as applied to the compact manifold W-int(A), would show 
that all the a-invariants (including the composite-order ones) of the boundary components 
would be equal. 
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